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Positive exchange bias and upward magnetic relaxation
in a Fe-film/CoO-nanoparticle hybrid system

Wei Zhang, Tianlong Wen,a) and Kannan M. Krishnanb)
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(Received 31 July 2012; accepted 7 September 2012; published online 24 September 2012)

Unusual positive exchange bias found in Fe/CoOx nanoparticle bilayer films is correlated to a

characteristic magnetic spin-glass (SG) in CoOx, with the SG magnetization coupled antiparallel

with the Fe magnetization upon field cooling. This SG magnetization has strong field- and

time-dependence which displays unusual upward magnetic relaxation behavior in thermoremanent

magnetization measurements. The antiparallel coupling is shown to result predominantly from

the antiferromagnetic superexchange of the Fe2þ-O-Co3þ couple, of the oxygen-terminated CoOx

at the interface. These experimental results reveal the possibility of manipulating the exchange

bias effect via an indirect exchange coupling mechanism. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4754610]

The exchange-bias (EB) effect1 is central to the design

and operation of practical spin electronics devices such as

spin valves and magnetic tunnel junctions. Despite these

applications, comprehensive understanding of EB has been

elusive and remains a long-standing problem involving fun-

damental questions of surface and interface magnetism.2

Phenomenologically, the EB effect manifests itself as a shift

of the hysteresis loop along the field axis due to a unidirec-

tional interface exchange coupling of a ferromagnet (FM)

and an antiferromagnet (AF). Typically, this shift of the hys-

teresis loop is in the negative field direction when cooled in

a positive magnetic field and is usually referred to as nega-

tive EB. Such FM/AF coupling has been widely studied in

thin-film samples2 in which the FM and AF phases, includ-

ing their crystallography3 and interface spin-lattices,4 can be

well-defined by controlling deposition conditions and stud-

ied with electrons and photons.5 Recently, works on poly-

crystalline EB samples also showed that the AF layer is

made of exchange-decoupled grains, whose size and size

distribution play key roles to the EB effect. These AF grains,

�10 nm in size, essentially resemble small nanoparticles

(NPs).6 Therefore, hybrid EB bilayers with the AF layer

being chemically synthesized NPs may bring pathways for

tailoring their EB properties due to their controllable size,

size distribution, morphology, and crystallinity.7 Such hybrid

systems have not been reported so far. In addition, in nano-

structured samples,8 such as NPs,9,10 a spin-glass (SG) state

can be experimentally observed, particularly in metal-

oxides11,12 and -carbides,13 that show antiferromagnetic

(AF) correlations. Such a SG state arises from the random

configuration of the surface magnetic moments and uncom-

pensated surface spins with particularly enhanced contribu-

tions in NPs due to their large surface-to-volume ratio.14

Further, such SG phases give rise to exotic properties when

coupled with FM phases. Recently, experiments on FM/SG

coupled bilayers showed EB related effects15 that are typi-

cally observed in FM/AF coupling. In particular, unusual

positive EB, in addition to the conventional negative

EB,12,16 has been discovered in the FM/SG system and tenta-

tively interpreted by an effective antiparallel coupling across

the FM/SG interface.17 Further, temperature dependent

measurements revealed subsequent decay of the positive EB

after its establishment around blocking temperature, indicat-

ing that it may be a metastable state.18–20 The disorder of the

small AF grains or the grain boundaries have tentatively

accounted for the above experimental observations. How-

ever, particularly lacking in these models for such positive

EB and the antiparallel coupling at the interface is a viable

physical explanation for the origins of this phenomenon.

Hybrid systems with the AF grains being replaced by NPs

may provide a better route for revealing the important role

of the AF grains to the EB effect.

In this letter, we describe the discovery and investiga-

tion of a positive EB effect in a Fe-film/CoOx-NP hybrid sys-

tem. We reveal the co-existence of a positive EB with a SG

magnetization, MSG, which exhibit a strong relaxation effect

depending on the magnetic cooling field and temperature.

This SG magnetization is coupled antiparallel to the FM

magnetization upon field-cooling, as revealed by an increase
in the field-free magnetization with time, i.e., a unique

upward magnetization relaxation. This antiparallel coupling

is further attributed to the antiferromagnetic superexchange

interactions21 of the local Fe-O-Co couples at the interface.

Temperature dependent measurements show that the EB is

determined by competing superexchange and conventional

direct exchange interactions. Finally, our experimental

results reveal the possibility of manipulating the EB effect

via such an indirect exchange-coupling mechanism.

Bilayer samples were fabricated as follows: Co NPs

(10 nm in diameter and with a narrow size distribution) were

chemically synthesized by a thermal decomposition

method.7,22,23 Co-NP films, a few layers thick, were obtained

by assembling these chemically synthesized Co NPs on clean

Si substrates via a controlled solvent evaporation tech-

nique.24 The films were annealed at 400 �C in a continuous
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O2 flow furnace for 1.5 h to convert the Co NPs to Co-oxide

NPs. Consistent with the O-rich annealing conditions, x-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)25 confirmed that the sur-

face of CoOx is predominantly the thermodynamically stable

Co3O4 with a CoO minor phase. Scanning electron micros-

copy, Fig. 1(a), showed the particle size�10 nm diameter

and atomic force microscopy (AFM), Fig. 1(b), confirmed a

surface roughness< 4 nm. Next, we deposited a 30 nm Fe

film followed by a 5 nm Ta cap, by ion beam sputtering at a

base pressure �1� 10�7 Torr on top of the Co-oxide NP

film. The magnetic properties were measured by a Quantum

Design physical property measurement system over a wide

range of temperatures and applied fields.

Hysteresis loops of the sample at various temperatures

from 10 to 300 K were measured (Fig. 1(c)) and the tempera-

ture dependence of the coercivity, Hc, and the bias field, Heb,

are summarized in Fig. 1(d). The sample was initially cooled

under a magnetic field, Hcool¼ 10 kOe from 380 K down to

10 K and then measured on increasing temperature. For all

T< 200 K, the hysteresis loops exhibit a negative shift from

the origin which is a signature of conventional EB. This EB

is attributed to the exchange coupling between Fe and or-

dered CoO, below the blocking temperature (TB,�186 K) of

the antiferromagnetic CoO phase.18 When the sample is

measured at temperatures higher than 200 K (CoO disor-

dered), the loop-shift has switched to the same direction as

Hcool, which indicates an unconventional positive EB and its

magnitude, Heb� 9 Oe, remains roughly unchanged from

200 to 300 K. Careful calibrations and repeated measure-

ments were performed to ensure that the measured EB effect

came from the sample and not the magnetometer.

The change in sign of EB points directly to a change in

the nature of the effective coupling across the Fe/Co-oxide

interface. As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), below 200 K, the CoO

AF phase is well established thus the effective parallel

(J1> 0) coupling between Fe (SFe) and Co (SCo) spins, gives

rise to the conventional negative EB.18 At above 200 K when

the CoO loses its magnetic order, the result of the effective

antiparallel coupling (J2< 0) between SFe and the local SG

magnetizations becomes visible (the origin of such coupling

will be discussed later). To gain more insight into the physi-

cal mechanism of such coupling, we performed detailed

field- and time-dependent measurements. Samples were ini-

tially cooled from 380 K to 300 K under various positive

cooling fields, Hcool; after the temperature stabilized at 300

K, the hysteresis loops were measured (Fig. 2(b)). Rounded

hysteresis loops, rather than squared ones, were observed

due to the imperfect Fe crystallinity of the particle film. Posi-

tive EB was observed and its value slightly increases with

increasing Hcool (¼0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 kOe). We then switched

Hcool to negative fields and negative EB were observed as

expected (not shown here). We then measured hysteresis

loops after 24 h and found the EB disappeared, regardless of

the magnitude or direction of Hcool (Fig. 2(b)). It also recon-

firmed that the observed positive EB originated from the

sample. These results together revealed two important char-

acteristics of the antiparallel coupling that (1) it can be pro-

moted by field cooling but (2) it is only a metastable state.

To characterize this metastable interfacial coupling, we

further studied the time dependence by thermoremanent

magnetization (TRM) measurement, MTRM(t), in a total time

scale of 1.2� 10�4 s. For the measurements, the samples

were initially cooled in positive Hcool (¼0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10

kOe) from 380 K to 300 K. After the temperature was stabi-

lized at 300 K, with a fixed waiting time, tW¼ 200 s, Hcool

was reduced to zero and the magnetization was recorded at

FIG. 1. SEM (a) and AFM (b) images of

the Co-oxide NP film. (c) Hysteresis loops

of Fe/Co-oxide bilayers measured at selec-

tive temperatures upon field cooling. (d)

Temperature dependence of the coercivity,

Hc, and the exchange bias, Heb.
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300 K in zero field as a function of time. Figure 2(c) showed

the relaxation curve at each Hcool. The magnetization

increases with time for all cooling fields. This increase, or

"upward" relaxation phenomenon, is inconsistent with the

general expectation that the magnetization decrease with

increasing time when measured in zero applied field. How-

ever, these results are consistent with an initial magnetiza-

tion component pointing against the direction of Hcool upon

field cooling which then diminishes on aging with time. This

magnetization is also not due to unoxidized Co as the sam-

ples were annealed in a very O-rich environment. To further

disprove this possibility, we measured a pure Co-oxide NP

film and found no ferromagnetic response (hysteresis) or

magnetization relaxation. Therefore, we attribute this behav-

ior to the surface SG magnetization, MSG, of the NPs26 origi-

nating from the disordered AF phase. The effect of this SG

component is more significant in NPs than in continuous

films18,19 due to the local asymmetry of the NPs (reduced

size, irregular shape, possible defects, etc). Each NP has a

certain SG magnetization but they are disordered across the

whole NP-film for temperatures greater than the glass transi-

tion temperature, TSG. In our experiments, Hcool aligns the

magnetic moments of FM (Fe) along the direction of the

cooling field. When Hcool is removed, the direction of the

FM magnetization, MFM, remains unchanged due to the large

energy barriers and associated large relaxation time. The

antiparallel interface coupling between FM/SG switches the

magnetization, MSG, of the SG to a direction opposite to that

of the cooling field, i.e., the effective FM/SG coupling is

antiferromagnetic (J2< 0). This antiferromagnetic coupling

simultaneously gives rise to both positive EB and the upward

relaxation. When the cooling field is turned off, MSG relaxes

from the –Hcool direction to random orientations arising from

thermal activation. Therefore, the magnetization of the sys-

tem relaxes (increases) from MFM-MSG to MFM. We further

interpret the data by a stretched exponential function13

MTRMðtÞ ¼ M0
FM �M0

SGexp½�ðt=sÞ1�n�; (1)

where M0
FM and M0

SG are time-independent, initial values for

the FM and SG components, respectively, that are responsi-

ble for the observed relaxation behavior. The parameter n
and the time constant s describe the relaxation rate of the SG

component. The aging effect shows clear dependence with

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic illustration of the effec-

tive interface coupling that leads to negative

or positive EB, i.e., parallel coupling (J1> 0)

of SFe and SCo at T< 200 K, and antiparallel

coupling (J2< 0) of SFe and SSG at T> 200 K.

(b) Field cooling dependence of hysteresis

loops at 300 K. (c) Cooling field dependence

of the relaxation behavior, MTRM(t), measured

at 300 K. Sample was cooled selectively under

different fields, i.e., 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 kOe.

The curves are fitted by stretched exponential

function (Eq. (1)) with fitting parameters listed

in Table I.

TABLE I. Summary of fitting parameters of the relaxation curve, using Eq. (1).

Hcool (Oe) M0
FM (emu) M0

SG (emu) s (s) n

0.5 k 1.1 �10�4 7:7� 10�6 100 789 0.007

1 k 1.1 �10�4 7.4 �10�6 75 957 0.03

2 k 1.3 �10�4 6.3 �10�6 55 312 0.72

3 k 1.3 �10�4 7.3 �10�6 522 0.62

5 k 1.2 �10�4 5.0 �10�5 15 0.84

10 k 1.2 �10�4 6.0 �10�5 20 0.85
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the magnitude of the cooling field; stronger Hcool results in

more significant relaxation behavior. The fitting parameters

of the relaxation curves are summarized in Table I. In gen-

eral, M0
FM is large (�1� 10�4 emu) and almost unchanged;

M0
SG increases with Hcool and s decreases with Hcool. Weak

relaxation and small M0
SG (�10�6 emu) were found for small

Hcool (¼0.5, 1 kOe) that can hardly be modeled by the expo-

nential function. On the other hand, much greater M0
SG, as

large as 6.0 � 10�5 emu, is activated at Hcool¼ 10 kOe.

Thus, larger cooling field can effectively activate more FM/

SG pairs at the interface, resulting in greater M0
SG and more

significant relaxation (smaller s). For comparison, similar

TRM measurement was also performed on pure Co-oxide

NP film, Fig. 2(c). Negligibly small magnetization

(<10�6 emu) with almost no time dependence was observed.

This indicates that without the FM/SG coupling, the external

field can play no role on the SG magnetization. Finally, we

measured relaxation curves at different temperatures from

10 K to 300 K upon field cooling from 380 K, using

Hcool¼ 10 kOe and tW¼ 200 s (Fig. 3). Upward relaxation

was only observed for T> 200 K, confirming that the posi-

tive EB is correlated to the surface SG behaviors. Below

200 K, normal downward relaxation was found and the time

dependence is not substantial. For a complete discussion, we

note that in some carefully made planar films with large

uncompensated AF magnetization,6,27,28 a random AF ani-

sotropy can also lead to a sudden change in the EB sign but

below the TB. A vertical shift in the hysteresis loops was

observed simultaneously as a signature of the uncompen-

sated magnetization.27,28 In our particle films, the EB sign

changed right above the TB where the AF phase already loses

its magnetic order. No signature for the AF magnetization

has been observed and the strong relaxation behaviors con-

firmed the correlation of EB with the time-dependent SG

magnetization.

Earlier work has indicated that the superexchange effect

might be responsible for the positive EB observed in Co/

CoO bilayers.18 Here, we carefully extend such interpreta-

tion and propose a model to explain the antiparallel coupling

and the magnetization relaxation based on the interfacial

superexchange interaction.21 Since the Co-oxide NP film

was obtained from O2 annealing of Co NPs, it is expected

that large areas of the surface are oxygen terminated instead

of metal (Co) terminated, which gives rise to surface oxygen

dangling bonds.18,25,29 After the Fe layer deposition, part of

the interfacial Co spins may couple with Fe spins via super-

exchange mechanism mediated by the oxygen atom at the

interface (Fig. 4(a)). Because Fe was deposited in a vacuum

chamber, with an O-deficient environment, the Fe valence

state is primarily Fe2þ in the Fe-O-Co couple. The Co va-

lence state is primarily Co3þ as confirmed by XPS measure-

ments.25 Figure 4(b) is a schematic illustration of such a

Fe2þ-O-Co3þ superexchange couple. Localized electrons in

Fe and Co remain in their respective orbitals and transmit

spin information via the O-bridge.30 Antiferromagnetic

superexchange coupling arises from the mediation of oxygen

p electrons according to the so-called Goodenough-Kana-

mori-Anderson rules.31–33 In certain localized O-rich area,

small numbers of Fe3þ-O-Co3þ superexchange couples with

higher Fe valence state (Fe3þ) may also exist; however, the

nature of such coupling is still antiferromagnetic34 and thus

will not affect our conclusion. These Fe-O-Co couples fur-

ther lead to antiparallel configuration of the FM and SG mag-

netization upon field cooling. Once the cooling field is cut

off, each local SG magnetization relaxes to a random orien-

tation and reduces the total MSG finally to zero. It is worth

noting that recently in the Fe/Fe-oxide NP system,17 similar

positive EB was also reported with an O-deficient interface

at T> TSG. Their results can also be explained within our

model by considering either Fe2þ-O-Fe2þ (similar to Fe2þ-

O-Co3þ couple) or Fe3þ-O-Fe3þ superexchange couple

which are both antiferromagnetic.34,35

FIG. 3. Relaxation behavior, MTRM(t), of Fe/Co-oxide measured at various

temperatures from 10 to 300 K. Upward relaxation is only observed for

T> 200 K, where the antiparallel coupling (J2< 0) dominates.

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of (a) the antiparallel

coupled MFM and MSG due to interface superex-

change coupling and (b) antiferromagnetic superex-

change interaction between Fe2þ-O-Co3þ couple.
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Finally, we have noticed that for Fe/Fe-oxide systems,17

at T<TSG, the frozen SG gives rise to a negative EB which

increases rapidly upon decreasing temperature. In our Fe/Co-

oxide system, the direct exchange coupling between Fe and

ordered CoO at T< 200 K dominates the EB and shields the

low temperature effects from the frozen SG. However, in the

Heb(T) curve (Fig. 1(d)), we also see a rapid increase of the

EB upon temperature decrease at T< 15 K, which may indi-

cate the freezing of SG in the Fe/Co-oxide system. If the sur-

face SG originates from Co3O4,36 that is known to give rise

to SG behaviors below its Neel temperature, �40 K,37 an

effective Co3O4 NP size can be then estimated to be �5 nm

according to the finite-size effect,38 which equals to approxi-

mately half of the mean diameter of the as-fabricated Co

NPs.

In summary, in the hybrid Fe-film/Co-oxide NP systems,

we have shown that the relaxation behavior of a spin-glass

magnetization is responsible for the unconventional positive

EB effect. This is due to the indirect superexchange coupling

across the FM/SG interface, where Fe moments are coupled

antiparallel with the spin-glass in the Co-oxides. Such SG

moments do not themselves respond to the external field;

however, they can show strong cooling field dependence

mediated by the FM/SG coupling. Our proposed scenario of

the interface also provides insight to the positive exchange

bias and related properties in other metal/metal-oxide EB

systems.
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